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Abstract—In this paper, a synchronous motor with an inverter
integrated rotor (SMIIR) is introduced, and its control scheme is
proposed. This presents a new breed of synchronous motor in that
it integrates an inverter inside the rotor. The basic operational
principle and control strategies are discussed. Given these new
strategies, the SMIIR can be considered as a synchronous motor
which changes its field according to the harmonic voltage of the
stator inverter. The feasibility of the proposed structure of the
drive system and its operation principle are evaluated through
experimental results.

Index Terms—AC motors, brushless rotating machines,
pulsewidth-modulated inverters, variable-speed drives.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY, a variety of electrical drive applications have
been extended to home appliances, transportation, indus-

tries, and renewable energy systems. In particular, permanent-
magnet synchronous machines are vigorously utilized due to
their high level of efficiency. However, the use of these ma-
chines is threatened due to the increasing cost of the rare earth
resources. Thus, alternatives are required.

Generally, wound-rotor synchronous machines are known
to show high efficiency in a wide speed range through their
direct control of the field flux. In this system, the field windings
for the construction of the flux have to rotate along with the
rotor. Therefore, they are connected to an external excitation
circuit through slip rings and brushes. Unfortunately, these
slip rings and brushes are associated with issues such as
mechanical/electrical losses and poor durability. Furthermore,
they occupy a large portion of the machine size while making
no contribution to the output of the machine. This limits their
applications to low-power-density systems.

By connecting the field windings to diodes, as shown
in Fig. 1, various brushless self-excited synchronous motors
[driven by pulsewidth-modulation (PWM) inverters] have been
developed [2]–[6]. In these drive systems, additional magnetic
fields rotating at speeds different from that of the main field in
the stator need to be injected to supply excitation power to the
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Fig. 1. Rotor structure of brushless self-excited synchronous motors.
(a) Salient pole type. (b) Nonsalient pole type.

rotor [3]. However, because the field currents are obtained by
rectifying the injected harmonic voltages, brushless self-excited
synchronous motors require a sufficient amount of harmonic
voltage. Accordingly, they generate a large torque ripple. To
reduce the effect of the torque ripple, the injection frequency
can be increased, but the magnitude of the field flux linkage
and the efficiency of the power transfer decrease as a result of
the increased levels of impedance.

In this paper, a synchronous motor with an inverter integrated
rotor (SMIIR) drive system is proposed. The integrated inverter
is a voltage source inverter which consists of six switching
devices. With these active switches in the rotor-side inverter,
the rotor current can be controlled, and the torque control
performance can be enhanced. Among the six switches, the
three of them can be replaced with simple diodes due to the
unidirectional current flow.

II. OPERATION PRINCIPLE OF THE SMIIR

A. Structure of the SMIIR

The structure of the proposed SMIIR and its drive system are
shown in Fig. 2. The stator is identical to that of an ordinary
three-phase ac motor, and its windings are connected to a three-
phase voltage source inverter. This is henceforth referred as a
stator-side inverter.

On the other hand, the SMIIR consists of a wound rotor.
Its windings are connected to another rotor-side inverter which
is included inside the rotor. Naturally, the rotor-side inverter
rotates synchronously as the rotor rotates and is electrically
isolated from the outside of the rotor. Therefore, the rotor-
side inverter should be powered by means of electromagnetic
coupling with the stator windings. A nonsalient pole type of
rotor instead of salient pole type is considered in this paper
because the balanced windings of the former lead to better
operating performance.

0093-9994/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Structure of the SMIIR drive system.

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit in the d−q rotor reference frame.

B. Basic Operation Principle

An equivalent circuit of the SMIIR in the d−q rotor reference
frame with complex vector notation is shown in Fig. 3 [7]. The
voltage sources of vrdqs and vrdqr are the output voltages of
the stator-side and the rotor-side inverters, respectively. From
the circuit, the voltage equations are derived as

vrdqs =Rsi
r
dqs +

d

dt

(
Lsi

r
dqs + Lmirdqr

)

+ jωr

(
Lsi

r
dqs + Lmirdqr

)
(1)

vrdqr =Rri
r
dqr +

d

dt

(
Lri

r
dqr + Lmirdqs

)
(2)

where Ls = Lm + Lls and Lr = Lm + Llr.
It is clear that the fundamental components of both the stator

and rotor currents have to be dc in the steady state for the
motor to operate synchronously. Simultaneously, the rotor-side
inverter has to supply constant power to handle the losses of the
rotor circuit such as copper loss and switching loss and to power
its controller. However, due to the absence of energy source in
the rotor-side inverter, the dc-link voltage is fully dissipated.
Thus, the rotor-side inverter eventually loses its controllability
of the rotor current. Hence, the required amount of power
should be supplied from the stator to the rotor so as to maintain
the system.

As a means of transferring energy between the stator and
rotor, ac components in the rotor reference frame can be con-
sidered for the electromagnetic coupling. In other words, if the
stator-side inverter injects ac voltage at a different frequency
from the fundamental component to the stator winding, this ac
component appears in the rotor winding terminals according to
the relationship between the stator and the rotor windings as a

transformer. To deal with the power delivered from the stator, an
appropriate control scheme for the rotor-side inverter is needed
with which the power transfer between the stator and rotor can
be properly conducted.

C. Power Transfer to the Rotor

As the stator and the rotor have their own controllers, the
stator current and the rotor currents can be controlled sepa-
rately. High-frequency ac voltage, which is independent of the
fundamental voltage, can be injected to the d- and q-axes in the
rotor reference frame. Moreover, because the high-frequency
components on the d−q-axes are independent, each axis can be
regarded as a single-phase circuit.

Regarding the high-frequency ac voltages in stator- and rotor-
side inverters, the output voltages of each type can be written as
follows, respectively:

vrds = vrds0 + vrdsh (3)

vrdr = vrdr0 + vrdrh (4)

where the subscripts 0 and h denote the dc component and the
high-frequency ac component in the rotor reference frame for
the fundamental current control and the power transfer from
the stator to the rotor, respectively. Because the motor model is
a linear system, the d-axis currents of the stator and rotor are
also divided into dc and ac components, as expressed by the
following, respectively:

irds = irds0 + irdsh (5)

irdr = irdr0 + irdrh. (6)

Although the high-frequency components can be arbitrarily
plural, a single frequency of ωh is considered in this paper. For
the analysis of the high-frequency ac component in a steady
state, the voltage equation can be expressed in phasor term

Vr
dsh =(jXs +Rs)I

r
dsh + jXmIrdrh (7)

Vr
drh = jXmIrdsh + (jXr +Rr)I

r
drh. (8)

Here, the bold capital letters denote the phasor variables, while
X denotes the reactance at the ωh frequency. From the phasor
equations, the power transferred to the rotor-side inverter can
be written as

Prd = − 3

2

1

2
Re

(
Vr

drhI
r
drh

)

= − 3

2

1

2

(
Re

(
Xm

Xs − jRs
Vr

dshI
r
drh

)

+

(
X2

m

X2
s +R2

s

Rs +Rr

)
|Irdrh|2

)
(9)

where the scale 3/2 is the coefficient from Park’s magnitude-
invariant transformation [7]. The symbol “−” above the com-
plex variable stands for the conjugate of the variable. Assuming
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that Xs � Rs at the ωh frequency, the output power can be
approximated by

Prd≈−3

2

1

2

(
Xm

Xs
Re

(
Vr

dshI
r
drh

)
+

(
X2

m

X2
s

Rs+Rr

)
|Irdrh|2

)
. (10)

The first term on the right-hand side denotes the power transfer
from the stator to the rotor due to the high-frequency ac com-
ponents, and the second term represents the additional copper
loss due to the additional ac component current for the power
transfer.

For the maximum power transfer per unit of ac current, the
phase difference between the stator voltage and the rotor current
is set as follows:

∠Vr
dsh − ∠Irdrh = π. (11)

The power equation becomes

Prd≈
3

2

1

2

(
Xm

Xs
|Vr

dsh||Irdrh|−
(
X2

m

X2
s

Rs+Rr

)
|Irdrh|2

)
. (12)

In a similar way, the power transferred to the rotor on the q-axis
can be obtained via

Prq≈
3

2

1

2

(
Xm

Xs

∣∣Vr
qsh

∣∣ ∣∣Irqrh∣∣−
(
X2

m

X2
s

Rs+Rr

) ∣∣Irqrh∣∣2
)
. (13)

The total power transferred to the rotor-side inverter is then
determined through

Pr ≈ 3

4

{
Xm

Xs

(
|Vr

dsh| |Irdrh|+
∣∣Vr

qsh

∣∣ ∣∣Irqrh∣∣)

−
(
X2

m

X2
s

Rs +Rr

)(
|Irdrh|2 +

∣∣Irqrh∣∣2
)}

. (14)

Because the power to the rotor determines the dc-link voltage
of the rotor-side inverter, the dc-link voltage of the rotor can be
controlled by adjusting the rotor current in antiphase with the
injected stator voltage.

D. Voltage Injection Strategy

The maximum output voltage of the inverter is limited by
its dc-link voltage. Therefore, the output voltage increment
resulting from a high-frequency voltage injection has to be min-
imized to ensure the maximum level of fundamental voltage.

Instantaneous output voltages of the stator-side inverter can
be written in complex vector expression as

vrdqs = (vrds0 + vrdsh) + j
(
vrqs0 + vrqsh

)
. (15)

The high-frequency voltage on the d−q-axes can be written as

vrdsh =V r
dsh sinωht

vrqsh =V r
qsh sin(ωht+ δ) (16)

where δ denotes the phase difference between the two high-
frequency voltages.

Fig. 4. Trajectory of the stator voltage in the d−q rotor reference frame.

The trajectory of the stator voltage in the d−q rotor reference
frame is shown in Fig. 4 for physical intuition. As the motor
operates, the fundamental voltage vector vrdqs0 is located in the
second quadrant, and the high-frequency voltage is added to the
fundamental voltage vector, as shown in Fig. 4.

If high-frequency voltage is injected along the fundamental
voltage vector, the peak output voltage increases according to
the magnitude of the high-frequency voltage. To suppress the
increment of the output voltage, the high-frequency voltage
should be excited along the axis orthogonal to the fundamental
voltage vector while satisfying

vrds0V
r
dsh + vrqs0V

r
qsh = 0. (17)

Moreover, because the thickness of the high-frequency volt-
age ellipse in Fig. 4 is proportional to sin δ, the phase difference
between two high-frequency voltages has to be kept as small as
possible. This being the case, for a simple development, it is
assumed that

sin δ � 1. (18)

Then, the high-frequency voltage ellipse can be regarded as
a line orthogonal to the fundamental voltage vector.

E. Torque Ripple Suppression Method

During the operation of the motor, the stator and the rotor
currents have to oscillate with the frequency of the injected volt-
age for power transfer. Because the motor torque is determined
by the stator and rotor currents, the torque ripple from the high-
frequency injection has to be considered. The torque equation
of the motor can be expressed as

Te =
3

2

P

2
Lm

(
irdri

r
qs − irqri

r
ds

)
. (19)

Assuming that the fundamental components exist on the d-axis
of the rotor and the q-axis of the stator, the torque equation
becomes

Te =
3

2

P

2
Lm

(
(irdr0 + irdrh)

(
irqs0 + irqsh

)
− irqrhi

r
dsh

)
. (20)
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The torque equation (20) can be divided into three terms
according to the characteristic of the frequency as follows:

Te =
3

2

P

2
Lm

⎛
⎜⎝irdr0i

r
qs0︸ ︷︷ ︸

(a)

+ irdr0i
r
qsh + irdrhi

r
qs0︸ ︷︷ ︸

(b)

+ irdrhi
r
qsh − irqrhi

r
dsh︸ ︷︷ ︸

(c)

⎞
⎟⎠ . (21)

The first term (a) in (21) represents the fundamental dc compo-
nent, and the second term (b) indicates the ac component of the
ωh frequency. The last term (c) represents a product of the two
ac components of the ωh frequency. Because the last term (c) is
a product of two ac components, it can be decomposed into the
dc component and the ac component of the 2ωh frequency.

Considering (11) and (16), the high-frequency ac component
of the rotor current can be written as

irdrh = − Irdrh sinωht

irqrh = − Irqrh sin(ωht+ δ). (22)

Under the assumption of Xs � Rs, the stator current can be
approximated from (7) as

irdsh ≈ Irdsh sin(ωht+ φd)

irqsh ≈ Irqsh sin(ωht+ δ + φq) (23)

where Irdsh=(1/Xs)
√
(XmIrdrh)

2+V r
dsh

2,φd=−tan−1(V r
dsh/

XmIrdrh) and Irqsh = (1/Xs)
√

(XmIrqrh)
2 + V r

qsh
2, φq =

− tan−1(V r
qsh/XmIrqrh).

Substituting (22) and (23) for (21), each term of the torque
equation (21) becomes

(a) = irdr0i
r
qs0

(b) = − irqs0I
r
drh sinωht+ irdr0I

r
qsh sin(ωht+ δ + φq)

(c) = − IrdrhI
r
qsh sinωht sin(ωht+ δ + φq)

+ IrqrhI
r
dsh sin(ωht+ δ) sin(ωht+ φd). (24)

The torque ripple (b) of the ωh frequency can be canceled out
under the following conditions:

Irqsh
irqs0

=
Irdrh
irdr0

δ = −φq. (25)

With the conditions of (25), the third term (c) of the torque
equation is determined as

(c) = −1

2
IrdrhI

r
qsh + IrqrhI

r
dsh

cos(φd + φq)

2

+IrdrhI
r
qsh

cos 2ωht

2
− IrqrhI

r
dsh

cos(2ωht+ φd − φq)

2
. (26)

Moreover, if φd = φq , which means that the vector of the
high-frequency voltage excitation is coincident with the vector

Fig. 5. Stator and rotor currents in the d−q rotor reference frame.

of the high-frequency current oscillation, the magnitudes of the
high-frequency stator currents become

Irdsh =
Xm

Xs

√
1 + k2Irdrh

Irqsh =
Xm

Xs

√
1 + k2Irqrh (27)

where k = V r
dsh/XmIrdrh = V r

qsh/XmIrqrh.
Equation (26) can then be simplified to

(c) = −IrdshI
r
qrh

k2

1 + k2
. (28)

Finally, the torque equation becomes

Te =
3

2

P

2
Lm

(
irdr0i

r
qs0 − IrdshI

r
qrh

k2

1 + k2

)
. (29)

In (29), the magnitude of the second term is much smaller
than that of the first term because each high-frequency compo-
nent is smaller than the fundamental component and k is less
than one. Practically, the second term is neglected.

Fig. 5 shows the current trajectories of the stator and the
rotor according to the voltage injection strategy and the torque
ripple suppression method to provide a physical understanding.
The figure shows that the stator and the rotor currents oscillate
along the direction of the stator linkage flux vector in the rotor
reference frame.

III. CONTROL OF THE PROPOSED MOTOR

A. Stator-Side Control Scheme

In the proposed SMIIR drive system, the stator-side inverter
has two main functions: the stator current control and the power
transfer into the rotor via a high-frequency voltage injection.
A block diagram of the stator current controller is shown in
Fig. 6. The stator current controller is based on the synchronous
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Fig. 6. Control block diagram of the stator current controller.

reference frame proportional and integral (PI) controller. A
narrow notch filter was added to the controller output to limit
the interference between the stator- and rotor-side controllers
at the ωh frequency. The output of the fundamental current
controller can be depicted as

vr∗ds0 =Notch

{
Kps (i

r∗
ds − irds) +Kis

∫
(ir∗ds − irds) dt

− ωrλ
r
qs

}

vr∗qs0 =Notch

{
Kps

(
ir∗qs − irqs

)
+Kis

∫ (
ir∗qs − irqs

)
dt

+ ωrλ
r
ds

}
(30)

where Notch{} refers to the notch filter, of which the stop
frequency is ωh applied to the variables inside of { }. Kps and
Kis represent the proportional and integral gains, respectively.
The gains of the current controller can be set to Kps = σLsωcs

and Kis = (Rs +RrL
2
m/L2

s)ωcs.
The high-frequency voltages which satisfy condition (17) can

be derived as

vr∗dsh =
−vrds0√

vrds0
2 + vrqs0

2
Vinj sinωht

vr∗qsh =
vrqs0√

vrds0
2 + vrqs0

2
Vinj sin(ωht+ δ) (31)

where Vinj is the magnitude of the injected high-frequency
voltage. The total voltage reference for the stator-side inverter
is then determined as follows:

vr∗dqs = vr∗dqs0 + vr∗dqsh. (32)

B. Rotor-Side Control Scheme

The rotor-side controller consists of a dc-link voltage regula-
tor, a current controller, and a stator voltage observer, as shown
in Fig. 7.

1) DC-Link Voltage Regulation: The rotor-side inverter has
no energy source but does have a small dc-link capacitor. Thus,
this dc-link voltage has to be regulated to control the rotor cur-
rent. According to the voltage injection strategy and the torque
ripple suppression method previously mentioned, the high-
frequency current reference ir∗dqrh is determined by the stator
voltage vrdqsh through the relationship of k = V r

dsh/XmIrdrh =
V r
qsh/XmIrqrh. This means that the magnitude of the average

Fig. 7. Structure of the rotor-side controller.

Fig. 8. Structure of the dc-link voltage regulator.

power transfer is also determined by the magnitude of the stator
voltage as expressed by (14).

The purpose of the power transfer is to handle the power
losses in the rotor circuit, including the integrated inverter.
Thus, if the transferred power is greater than the losses, the
excess can be balanced by increasing the field current to main-
tain the dc-link voltage. A block diagram of the dc-link voltage
regulator is shown in Fig. 8. The field current reference can be
written as the output of the dc-link voltage regulator

Ir∗dr0 = −
(
Kp_vc +

Ki_vc

s

)
(V ∗

dc − LPF(Vdc)) (33)

where Kp_vc and Ki_vc are the proportional and integral gains
of the voltage regulator, respectively. LPF(·) denotes a low-
pass filter to suppress the periodic voltage ripple due to the
reactive power during the power transfer. Because it is assumed
that the field current exists only on the rotor d-axis, ir∗qr0 is
always zero. The summation of the field current and the high-
frequency reference then becomes the total current reference of
the rotor current controller.

2) Current Control: The rotor-side inverter has to control
the dc current for the field flux and the high-frequency current to
receive adequate power from the stator. DC current control can
be achieved simply through the use of a PI controller. However,
it is difficult to control the high-frequency current with a PI
controller due to the phase delay. To deal with the phase error,
two separate PI controllers can be utilized for the positive
sequence and the negative sequence. This structure is shown
to be equivalent to a resonant controller [8]. Accordingly, the
output voltage of the rotor current controller can be written in
the frequency domain as

V r∗
dqr =

(
Kpr +

Kir

s
+

Krrs

s2 + ω̂2
h

)(
Ir∗dqr − Irdqr

)
(34)

where Kpr = σLrωcr, Kir = (Rr +RsL
2
m/L2

r)ωcr, and
Krr = σLrωhωcr represent the proportional, integral, and
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Fig. 9. Structure of the rotor current controller.

resonant gains, respectively. ω̂h denotes the estimated
frequency of the injected stator voltage. The structure of the
rotor current controller is shown in Fig. 9.

3) Stator Voltage Estimation: For the appropriate operation
of the resonant controller, the frequency of the stator voltage
should be identified. Moreover, the magnitude and phase of
the stator voltage are required to keep the ratio between the
stator voltage and the rotor current as a given constant, denoted
here as k. If there is no communication between the stator- and
rotor-side inverters, which is the case considered in this paper,
information about the stator voltage has to be estimated.

From the voltage equations, the transfer function of the plant
model can be obtained as follows:

Irdqr =
Lss+Rs

σLrLss2 + (LsRr + LrRs)s+RsRr

×
(
V r
dqr −

Lms

Lss+Rs
V r
dqs

)
. (35)

Here, σ = 1− (L2
m/LsLr) denotes the leakage coefficient.

As the transfer function of the system is complex, it is
difficult to design an observer. Fortunately, because the variable
of interest is the high-frequency voltage, the system model can
be approximated near the injected frequency ωh, where Lss is
much larger than Rs. The simplified plant model can then be
written as a first-order system

Irdqr =
1

σLrs+
(
Rr +

Lr

Ls
Rs

) (
V r
dqr −

Lm

Ls
V r
dqs

)
. (36)

Based on this approximated model, a stator voltage observer
was designed as shown in Fig. 10. The structure of the feedback
observer is identical to that of the rotor current controller

V r
dqr=

(
Kpo+

Kio

s
+

Kros

s2+ω̂2
h

)(
Irdqr−Îrdqr

)
+V r∗

dqr (37)

where Kpo, Kio, and Kro denote the proportional, integral, and
resonant gains of the observer, respectively. Îrdqr denotes the
estimated rotor current. Because the resonant term in (37) has
infinite gain at the frequency of ω̂h, it offsets the error when the
frequency is near ω̂h. Assuming that all of the parameters are
known, this compensating voltage can be regarded as the stator
voltage scaled by −(Lm/Ls) according to (36).

Fig. 10. Structure of the stator voltage observer. (a) Stator voltage observer.
(b) Harmonic compensator for high-frequency component.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments were performed to verify the feasibility of the
proposed SMIIR and its control method. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 11. The system consists of a test motor
and two three-phase inverters for the stator and the rotor, re-
spectively. An industrial standard wound-rotor induction motor
is used as the test motor. It is coupled to a load machine for
the test of the load torque. The specification of the test motor is
listed in Table I. The stator-side inverter is powered by a diode
rectifier of which the dc-link voltage is 310 V. It is controlled
by one DSP control board. On the other hand, the rotor-side
inverter has no external power source. It is controlled by another
DSP board.

At the beginning of the motor operation, because there is no
voltage in the rotor dc link, it has to be charged by the stator-
side inverter, as shown in Fig. 12. As the stator-side inverter
injects voltages of 500 Hz, the rotor dc-link capacitor is charged
by the diode rectification of the rotor-side inverter (Table II).
When the dc-link voltage reaches 40 V, the rotor-side controller
starts to work.

When the rotor-side controller starts, the rate of the dc-
link voltage change is close to zero, as shown in Fig. 12(b).
This occurs because the stator voltage observer and the phase
locked loop are not stabilized during the power-up process.
If the estimated stator voltage is not exact, the power flow is
unexpected because the rotor current reference is derived from
the estimation. After the stabilization of the voltage observer,
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Fig. 11. Experimental setup. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Rotor-side inverter.
(c) Test motor; wound-rotor induction motor.

TABLE I
SPECIFICATION OF THE TEST MOTOR∗

the dc-link voltage is charged again rapidly by the power from
the injected voltage and the synchronized rotor current. It is
apparent that the dc component of the rotor current increases as
the dc-link voltage exceeds the voltage reference of 70 V. The

Fig. 12. Initial rotor capacitor charging operation. (a) Entire view.
(b) Enlarged view.

TABLE II
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE ROTOR-SIDE INVERTER

Fig. 13. Stator voltage and the estimated stator voltage.

dc-link voltage then settles down as the transferred power and
rotor losses are balanced out.

Fig. 13 shows the performance of the stator voltage observer.
The waveform in Fig. 13(a) represents the estimated stator
voltage upon the start of the rotor-side controller, and Fig. 13(b)
shows the estimated stator voltage in a steady state. According
to Fig. 13, the estimated stator voltage tracks the actual value
with accuracy except a small amount of error on d-axis in
Fig. 13(b). This error appears to stem from the nonlinearity of
the stator-side inverter.

It would be possible to enhance the estimation accuracy by
offsetting the nonlinearity of the inverter or the imbalance in
the plant model. However, the enhancement is not considered
because the estimation error is acceptable in this case.

To determine the torque ripple characteristic under the torque
ripple suppression method, the test motor is driven to generate
constant torque. Fig. 14 shows the waveforms of the stator and
rotor currents when the torque reference is 18 N · m and the
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Fig. 14. Stator and rotor current trajectories at 1400 r/min. (a) Stator and rotor
current. (b) Stator current trajectory. (c) Rotor current trajectory.

rotating speed is 1400 r/min. For the torque ripple suppression
method, k = V r

dsh/XmIrdsh is set to 0.12 so that the magnitudes
of the high-frequency voltage and the current have the same
per-unit value. The stator and rotor currents have to be opposite
from the phase difference of δ = −0.12 rad.

The stator and rotor currents in Fig. 14 are shown to be
controlled well because they are in antiphase to each other
and because they oscillate in the same direction formed by the
fundamental stator current and the dc rotor current. However,
the phase difference δ cannot be recognized because it is too
small.

In general, the torque ripple of the motor can be directly
measured by a torque sensor or indirectly estimated from the
ripple of the angular speed. However, if the frequency of the
torque ripple is too high, it is difficult to identify the torque
ripple as a consequence of the filtering effect of inertia. As the
torque ripple of the test motor mainly has the frequency of the
injected voltage, it is not directly measurable. Thus, the torque
ripple is calculated with the stator and rotor currents based on
the torque equation. The result of the calculation reveals that the
torque is nearly constant in spite of the high ratio of ac current
to dc current.

Fig. 15 shows the experimental results of the stator output
voltage under the same condition shown in Fig. 14. The rotor
current and the stator voltage are opposite from each other for
the power transfer. The figure shows that the high-frequency
voltage oscillates in a direction orthogonal to the fundamental

Fig. 15. Stator output voltage trajectory at 1400 r/min. (a) Stator output
voltage in the d−q frame. (b) Trajectory of the stator voltage.

Fig. 16. Torque step reference. (a) Operation at standstill. (b) Operation at
−1000 r/min.

voltage vector to suppress the increment of the output voltage
due to the high-frequency voltage injection.

Fig. 16 shows the step response of the test motor. At standstill
and near the rated speed, the torque reference changes from 0
to 20 A. The rising time of the torque response is similar to that
of 200-Hz first-order low-pass filters. To guarantee the torque
response, the bandwidth of the q-axis controller of the rotor-side
inverter has been set to 10 Hz, which is 1/20 of the bandwidth
of the stator-side q-axis controller. The q-axis rotor controller
acts as a small resistor except near the injected frequency. As a
result, the closed-loop performance of the stator-side inverter is
nearly identical to the case of the rotor-side inverter short.
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V. CONCLUSION

An SMIIR driven with two PWM inverters has been intro-
duced in this paper. It is a new breed of synchronous motor
which has semiconductors as a part of the motor. The rotor-
side inverter is powered by a high-frequency voltage injection
of the stator-side inverter. The rotor current, which builds up
the field flux, can be adjusted by changing of the magnitude
of the injection voltage. Thus, the SMIIR can be considered
as a synchronous motor that changes its field according to the
harmonic voltage of the stator.

Due to the high-frequency voltage injection, the effective
output voltage of the stator inverter for the fundamental com-
ponent can be reduced. The increment of the inverter output
voltage to synthesize the high-frequency voltage can be kept
as small as possible through the use of the proposed voltage
injection strategy. In addition, a control method to suppress
the torque ripple due to the high-frequency voltage has been
proposed, and an equation representing the ripple torque has
been derived. The experimental results confirm the suppression
of torque ripple and the concurrent maintenance of the dc-
link voltage of the rotor inverter. The feasibility of the SMIIR
drive system and its operation strategies were evaluated by
experiment results.
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